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LIFE LIFE

Rf8-e8. Nf2 9 Qe2 Nxh1 10 Bg5 Qa5 
11 d6 A moment of stability. White has just 
two pawns for the rook, but complete 
domination of the centre. The following 
variation shows what might happen if Black 
tries to extract the knight from the corner: 11…
Nf2 12 d4 Ba3 13 Bd2! Bxb2 14 Nd5 Qa3 
15 Ne7+ Kh8 16 Qxf2 Bxa1 17 Ng5 with 
overwhelming threats on the kingside. Instead, 
Warmerdam correctly fights for the initiative. 
Bg4 12 Be7 Nd7 13 e6 Ba3 (see diagram) 
A clever shot. In irrational positions like this 
one, strong players prioritise king safety and 
the potency of their pieces over material 
considerations, which is why Wei responds by 
capturing ‘only’ a pawn with check and then 
bringing his king to relative safety. 14 exf7+ 
Kh8 15 O-O-O Qxc3 16 bxa3 Bxf3 This 
natural idea appears to be the decisive mistake. 
Also plausible was 16…Qxa3+ 17 Kb1 Qb4+ 
18 Bb3 Rxf7 19 Rxh1 Bxf3 20 gxf3 a5, but 
then 21 Qe4! keeps the advantage. According 
to the computer, the obscure move 20…a5! 
was Black’s best chance to keep the balance. 
17 gxf3 Ne5 18 Kb1 Qd4 19 Rxh1 Nxc4 
20 dxc4 Qb6+ 21 Kc1 It is hard to believe 
that all eight of White’s pawns remain alive! 
Rxf7 22 Rd1 Rff8 23 d7 Rg8 24 Qe5 Rad8 
25 f4 c5 26 Bxd8 Qxd8 27 Qxc5 White is 
three pawns up and the one on d7 is a monster. 
Black resigns

  Across
 1 Once rush from county,  

as ire subsides (5)
 4 Essential component of 

maximum break for 
players (3,6)

 10 Open to sympathy as a 
barrel breaks cabinet (10)

 12 Two ancients drinking a 
gallon in the shade (3,4)

 14 In hospital, digesting a 
meal of blood (6)

 16 Give preliminary payment 
for some guitar lessons (4)

 17 Tidy number consumed 
(6)

 23 In Ibsen role, book fast 
speaker (7)

 24 Bills from Bible Society 
(4)

 25 Anxious to drop a bore (4)
 27 Aid poet to be quirky like 

Coleridge (7)
 34 Lord, one after a 

sweetheart (6)
 36 Over in Oban, with 

seaweed around (4)
 37 Building material’s key 

element (6)
 38 Not in practice, I dawdle 

to save energy (7)
 39 Half idle talk leads to 

minor stroke (6)
 40 Still bony, and without  

a hair-band? (10)
 41 Person in service always 

carrying weapon (9)
 42 Mule such a beast, of 

burden (5)

  Down
 2 Crazy meal includes 

unleavened bread (5)

 3 Elects contralto: I’ve made 
a mistake about tenor (2-4)

 4 Sceptically question a 
new engineer (7)

 5 Good for nothing, 
squander pounds (5)

 7 Seaweeds a big bird won’t 
finish up (5)

 9 I rode off into deplorable 
street (4,4)

 13 Sort of carp, beginning to 
lift heavy weight (7)

 15 Go mad, seeing large 
number eating whale (4,2)

 18 One not reacting as judge 
is lost in legal terminology 
(5)

 19 Cut from the neck, born 
nuisance losing head — 
death! (4,3)

 20 Stranger will adopt candle 
(6,3)

 21 Dress circle, divine (6)
 22 By the edges, plan to hold 

green sort of cracker (5)
 26 Almost pink mixture in 

cordial (7)
 30 One going ahead wanting 

herring, putting line out 
(6)

 31 Say, purchase mushrooms 
for a bender (6)

 32 Resources and title for 
woman about to give birth 
(5)

 33 Parking space at ends of 
large barrier (5)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on 
19 February. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2639, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2639:  
Spelling the end 
by Fieldfare

Seductive to be heterodox –
Makes you the people’s other vox
That calls the mainstream view absurd
Then jumps to join a different herd.
You’re sure of where the plain truth lies,
Whatever the duped world denies:
They see just surface ‘facts’, quite blind
To what your sharper sight will find.
It helps that you’ve like-minded folk
Who share the cause that you invoke –
Confederates who allow no doubt
Which version of the truth will out.
And lastly what cements the fiction
Is your unshakable conviction
That you are right and called to fight
Weird phantom forces of the night.
W.J. Webster

The Eagle hasn’t landed. Deeley Plaza
Held seventeen assassins, rifles cocked.
There are no Jewish prisoners in Gaza.
Titanic, as we all know, merely docked
Until the iceberg’s aliens came to sink it.
And Anastasia? Married à la mode.
Paul is dead, although you might not think it:
Check out his shoeless feet on Abbey Road.
 
The Holocaust was just a Nazi picnic
Devised by all the fakers from Big Pharma.
Marilyn inhaled some poison lipstick.
Covid was a Deep State psychodrama,
While Lucan was the brains on 9/11,
And Jesus swapped his cross, a common thief:
The truth is all at sixes or at sevens,
Or beggaring the borders of belief.
Bill Greenwell

Don’t let Alexa hear this, for I warn you that I 
 fear this
Will mean trouble if it leaks to MI6 –
Who’re a small but crucial part of the deep  
 darkness at the heart of
Everything – I’ve seen their dirty tricks.
Their evil machinations (based in the United 
 Nations)
Spread through networks linking Roswell to 
 Rangoon.
They control all kinds of media, from the Times 
 to Wikipedia,
And of course, they faked the landings on the 
 Moon.

Why were they so desirous China gave us all the 
 virus?
And just what was in the vaccines they supplied?
They’re behind the shits who worked to cover up 
 Fujitsu;
They protected Jimmy Savile till he died.
They’re the same illuminati who control the 
 Labour party
And helped Biden rig the 2020 poll,
So what’s their real intention? Just to stamp on 
 any mention
Of the aliens behind the grassy knoll.
George Simmers

NO. 3337: SQUARE EYES

You are invited to submit a soliloquy com-
posed by Giovinni Fontana’s statue of 
Shakespeare in Leicester Square. Please 
email entries of up to 16 lines by midday 
on 14 February.

SOLUTION TO 2636: HAPPY EVER AFTER 

The twelve unclued lights form three quartets, each of which 
comprises two words that follow and two which precede one 
of the three words of the puzzle’s title: HAPPY [TRIGGER, 
WALKING, MEDIUM and ENDING]; EVER [HARDLY, 
CANTIL (thus reading ‘cantilever’), SINCE and GREEN]; 
and AFTER [SHAVE and TASTE, LOOK and TAKE]. 

First prize Nicholas Grogan, Purley, Surrey
Runners-up John Boyd, Ashtead, Surrey; 
Jenny Mitchell, Croscombe, Wells, Somerset

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

Wei Yi had just won a riveting game in round 11 
of the Tata Steel Masters event (see below). His 
post-game interview ended with the question: 
‘With two rounds to go, do you still have energy?’ 

‘No,’ replied Wei, smiling. And yet China’s 
second strongest grandmaster (after the world 
champion Ding Liren), somehow rallied himself 
to win the final two games. His opponents must 
have been running on empty too. I was present in 
the playing hall on the final day, when apart from 
the matter at hand, the players also had to contend 
with a persistent tooting noise made by climate 
change protestors outside the playing hall. They 
were objecting to the tournament’s sponsorship by 
Tata Steel, which owns an enormous steel plant in 
Wijk aan Zee, the village on the north coast of 
Holland where the event is held. 

It is chilly and windswept there, but also rather 
homely, and the Wijk aan Zee event has a grand 
tradition dating back to the 1930s. Fourteen 
players compete in the traditional Masters 
tournament, which is held each January. 
Alongside the world elite, there are always a few 
accomplished but ‘lesser’ grandmasters, so the 
top players are forced to play ambitiously. After 
two weeks of intense competition, only the 
Indian teenager Praggnanandhaa survived without 
losing a game. (And that only by good fortune, 
since he had a lost position in the penultimate 
round when Gukesh miscounted the moves and 
allowed a draw by threefold repetition.)

Here is Wei’s magnificent win, against a top 
Dutch grandmaster. Wei ended in a four-way tie 
for first place with Gukesh, Giri and Abdusattorov, 
and then won the title in a knockout blitz playoff, 
beating Gukesh in the final.

Wei Yi-Max Warmerdam
Tata Steel Masters, Wijk aan Zee, January 2024

1 e4 e5 2 Bc4 Nf6 3 d3 Bc5 4 Nc3 c6 5 f4 d5 
6 exd5 Ng4 7 Nf3 After almost 50 minutes of 
thought! Wei will lose the Rh1 to a knight fork, 
but correctly judged that he will gain ample 
compensation. O-O The immediate 7…Nf2 8 Qe2 
Nxh1 9 Qxe5+ is awkward for Black. 8 fxe5 
Dodging the fork is less good, since after 8 Qe2 
cxd5 9 Bxd5 exf4 there is imminent nuisance with 

In Competition No. 3334 you were invited 
to submit a poem about conspiracy theories.

Trawling the net for examples, I found, 
alongside the more familiar ones – a reptilian 
elite, JFK’s assassination, commie fluorida-
tion – whispers of chemicals in the water to 
turn the frogs gay and that Finland is a myth.

In a hotly contested week, Adrian Fry, 
Sylvia Smith, Janine Beacham, Nicholas Lee 
and Nick MacKinnon earn honourable men-
tions while the prizewinners, printed below, 
snaffle £25 apiece.

Our WhatsApp know what’s what. We know
the council’s spying on our bins
with microchip-type spyware, so
they know who puts out unwashed tins.
Ken says they read our post as well
and pick on those who read the Sun
and the Express, and they can tell
the way we vote and Dave’s the one
who says the bins will programme us
until we can’t think for ourselves
and then we’ll end up like Liz Truss,
all lookalikes for Santa’s Elves.
There’s cameras watching us all round,
not just for speeding but to spot
the skiving smokers, offie-bound.
Oh yes, our WhatsApp knows what’s what.
D.A. Prince

 
They seek us here, they seek us there;
They spy on all we do.
They’re out to change the way we live
And master me and you.
They’ve secret files on UFOs
But keep their knowledge back
And one day when we’re least prepared
The aliens will attack.
God knows what plans they have for war.
We’ll be the last to know;
Then out of nowhere we’ll be told
It’s time to face some foe.
Sweeping aside our pleas they say
We sing the same old song.
Conspiracy theorists we may be.
It doesn’t mean we’re wrong.
Frank McDonald

Fakery, wokery, 
Jiggery-pokery,
Making us think what they want us to think;
Daggers-and-cloakery,
Fake fairy-folkery,
All politicians belong in the clink.

Moon landings, Covid and Elvis and Di,
Climate change doomsters: ‘We’re all gonna fry’ –

Lies! Hocus-pokery,
Practical jokery,
Fake news to lead us a right merry dance;
Mirrors-and-smokery,
Hokum ‘mis-spokery’ –
Invoke John and Yokery:
Give Truth a Chance.
David Silverman

PUZZLE NO. 786

White to play. Maghsoodloo-Warmerdam, Tata 
Steel Masters 2024. Maghsoodloo’s situation 
looks desperate, but he found a surprise winning 
move here. What did he play? Email answers to 
chess@spectator.co.uk by Monday 5 February. 
There is a prize of £20 for the first correct answer 
out of a hat. Please include a postal address and 
allow six weeks for prize delivery.

Last week’s solution 1 Rxd7! Qxh4 2 Rxd8+ 
Kh7 3 Rcc8. Black resigned, e.g. 3…Qxf2+ 4 Kh2 
g5 5 Rh8+ Kg7 6 Rcg8#
Last week’s winner Alan Bracher, Claygate, 
Surrey 

Chess 
Tata for now  
Luke McShane

22 said ‘29 11’ (five words, 
ignore an apostrophe), sug-
gesting the placing of the  
other unclued lights.

Competition 
Conspiratorial  
Lucy Vickery

White to play, position after 13…Bc5-a3
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